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Ba! Watson
It is difficult to judge just when working-class practice at the

point of production learned to by-pass the union structure in dealing with
its problems, and to substitute (in bits and pieces) a new organisational
form. It was clear to me, with my,year'stay in an auto motor plant (Detroit
area 1968), that the process had been long underway. What I find crucial to
understand is that while sabotage and other forms of independent workers‘
activity had existed before (certainly in the late Nineteenth Century and
with the Wobbly period), that which exists today is unique in that it
follows mass unionism and is a definate response to the obsolescence of
that social form. The building of a new form.of organisation today by
workers is the outcome of attempts, here and there, to seize control of
various aspects of production. These forms are beyond.unionism; they are
only secondarily concerned with the process of negotiation, while unionism
made that its central point. Just as the CIO was created as a form of
struggle by workers, so, out of necessity, that form.is being by-passed
and destroyed.now, and a.new organisational form is being developed in its
place. The following, then, is by implication a discussion of the S@1fm
differentiation of workers from the form.of their own former making. The
activities and the new relationships which I record here are glimpses of
a new social form we are yet to see full-blown, perhaps American workers‘
councils. (1) a

-Q
_a

Planning and countereplanning are terms which flow from actual
examples. The most flagrant case in my experience involved the sabotaging
of a six oylinder model. The model, intended as a large, fast '6', was
hastily planned by the company, without any interest in the life or the
precision of the motor. It ran rough with a very sloppy cam. The motor
became an issue first with complaints emanating from the motor-test area
along with dozens of suggestions for improving the motor and mdifying its
design (all ignored). From this level, activities eventually arose to
counter-plan the production of the motor. ~

The interest in the motor had grown plant-wide. The general
opinion among workers was that certain strategic mdifications could be
made in the assembly and that workers had suggestions which could well be
utilized. This interest was flouted, and the contradictions of planning
and producing poor quality, beginning as the stuff of jokes, eventually
became a source'0f anger. In several localities of the plant organised acts
of sabotage began. They began as acts of misassembling or even omitting
parts on a.largerethan-normal scale so that many motors would not pass
inspection. Organisation involved various deals between inspection and
several assembly areas with mixed feelings and motives among those involved -
some determined, some revengeful, some just participating for the fun of
it. With an air'of excitement, the thing pushed on. v
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Temporary deals unfolded between inspection and assembly and
between assembly and trim, each with planned sabotage. Such things were
done as neglecting to we1d'wnmachined spots on motor heads; leaving out
gaskets to create a loss of compression; putting in bad or wrongesize
spark plugs; leaving bolts loose in the mtor assembly; or, for example,
assembling the plug wires in the wrong firing order so that the motor
appeared to be off balance during inspection. Rejected motors accumu-
lated.  

In inspection, the systematic cracking of oil-filter pins, rocker-
arm covers, or distributor caps, with a blow from a timing wrench, allowed
the rejection of motors in cases in which no defect had been built in
earlier along the line. In some cases, motors were simply rejected for
thei r rough running. e V h

There was a general atmosphere of hassling and arguing for several
weeks as foremen and workers haggled over particular motors. The situation
was tense, with no admission of sabotage by workers and a cautious fear of
escalating it among management personnel.  

Varying in degrees of intensity, these conflicts continued for
several months. In the weeks just preceding a change-over period, a
struggle against the V-8s (which will be discussed later) combined with
the campaign against the '6s' to create a shortage of motors. At the
same time management's headaches were increased by the absolute ultimate
in autogplant disasters - the discovery of a barrage of motors that had
to be painstakingly removed from their bodies so that defects that had
slipped through could be repaired.

Workers returning from a six week change-over layoff discovered
an interesting outcome of the previous conflict. The entire sixecylinder
assembly and inspection operation had been moved away from the V;8s -» .
undoubtedly at great cost - to an area at the other end of the plant whore
new workers were brought in to man it. In the most dramatic way, the neces-
sity of'taking the product out of the hands of labourers who insisted on
planning the product became overwhelming; There was hardly a doubt in the
minds of the men - in a plant teeming with disoussion.about the move for1

days - that the act had countered their activities.

A parallel situation arose in the weeks just preceding that year's
change-over, when the company attempted to build the last V;8s using parts
which had been rejected during the year. The hope of management was that
the foundry could close early and that there would be minimal waste. The
fact, however, was that the motors were running extremely rough; the crank-
shafts were particularly shoddy; and the pistons had been formerly rejected,
mostly because of omitted oil holes or rough surfaces. s

U

The first protest came from the motor-test area, where the motors
were being rejected. It was quickly checked, however, by management,
which sent down personnel to hound the inspectors and to insist on the

._-H

i
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acceptance of the motors. It was after this that a series of contacts,
initiated by motor-test men, took place between areas during breaks and
lunch periods. Planning at these innumerable meetings ultimately led to
plant-wide sabotage of the V-8s. As with the six cylinder motor sabotage,
the V-8s were defectively assembled or damaged en route so that they would
be rejected. In addition to that, the inspectors agreed to reject some-
thing like three out of every four or five nntors. I

The result was stacks upon stacks of motors awaiting repair, piled
up and down the aisles of the plant. This continued at an accelerating
pace up to a night when the plant was forced to shut down, losing more
than ten hours of production time. At that point there were so many.
defective motors piled around the plant that it was almost impossible to
move from one areasto another.  

The work force was sent home in this unusually climactic shutdown,
while the inspectors were summoned to the head supervisor's office, where
a long interrogation began. Without any confession of foul play from the
men, the supervisor was forced into a tortuous display which obviously
troubled even his senses, trying to tell the men they should not reject
motors which were clearly of poor quality without actually being able to
say that. With tongue in cheek, the inspectors thwarted his attempts by
asserting again and again that their interests were as one with the company's
in getting out the best possible product.

I In both the case of the '6s' and the case of the V48s, there was an
organised struggle for control over the planning of the product of labour;
its manifestation through sabotage was only secondarily important. A dis-
tinct feature of this struggle is that its focus is not on negotiating a
higher price at which wage labour is to be bought, but rather on making
the working day more palatable. ‘ The use of sabotage in the instances
citedabove is a means of reaching out for control over one's own work.
In the following we can see it extended as a means of controlling one's I
working "time". -

The shutdown is radically different from the strike; its focus is
on the actual working day. It‘ is not, as popularly thought, a rare conflict.
It is a regular occurrence, and, depending on the time of year, even an
hourly occurrence. The time lost. from these shutdowns poses a real threat
to capital through both increased costs and lo ss of output. Most of these
shutdowns are the result of planned sabotage by workers in certain areas,
and often of plant-wide organization.

i The shutdown is nothing more than a device for controlling the
rationalization of time by curtailing overtime planned by management. It
is a regular device in the hot summer months. Sabotage is also exerted
to shut down the process to gain extra time before lunch and, in some
areas, to ‘lengthen group breaks or allow friends to break at the same
time. In the especially-hot months of June and July, when the temperature
rises to 115 degrees in the plant and remains there for hours, such sabot-
age is used to gain free time to sit with friends in front of a fan_ or
simply away from the machinery.
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A plant-wide rotating sabotage programme was planned in the sump
mer to gain free time. At one meeting workers countedoff numbers from
l to 50 or more. Reportedly similar meetings took place in other areas.
Each man took a period of about 20 minutes during the next two weeks, and,
when his period arrived he did something to sabotage the production process
in his area, hopefully shutting down the entire line. No sooner would the
management wheel in a crew to repair or correct the problem area than it
would go off in another key area. Thus the entire plant usually sat out
amywhere from.5 to 20 minutes of each hour for a number of weeks due to
either a stopped line or a line passingkby with no units on it. The tech,
niques forthis sabotage are many and varied, going well beyond my under-
standing in most areas.

The "sabotage of the rationalization of time" is not some foolery
of men. In its own context it appears as nothing more than the forcing of
more free time into existence; any worker would tell you as much. Yet as
an activity which counteracts capital's prerogative of ordering labour's
time, it is a profound organized effort by labour to undermine its own
existence as "abstract labour power". The seizing of quantities of time.
for getting together with friends and the amusement of activities ranging
from card games to reading to walking around the plant to see what other
areas are doing is an important achievement for labourers. _Not only does
it demonstrate the feeling that much of the time should be organized by
the workers themselves, but it also demonstrates an existing animosity
toward the practice of constantly postponing all of one's desires and
inclinations so the rational process of-production can go on uninterrup-
ted. The frequency of planned shutdowns in production increases as more
opposition exists toward such rationalization of the workers' time.

»

- |
1

What stands out in all this is the level of co-operative organize»
tion of workers in and between areas. While this organization is a
reaction to the need for common action in getting the work done, relation-
ships like these also function to carry out sabotage, to make collections,
or even to organize games and contests which serve to turn the working
day into an enjoyable event. Such was the case in the motor-test area.

.  The inspectors organized a rod-blowing-contest which required the
posting of lookouts at the entrances to the shop area and the making-of
deals with assembly,-for example, to neglect the torquing of bolts on rods
for a random.numbor of motors so that there would be loose rods. When an
.inspector stepped up to a motor and felt the telltale knock in the water
pump wheel, he would scream out to clear the shop, the men abandoning their
work and running behind boxes and benches. Then he would arc himself away
from the stand and ram the throttle up to first 4,000 and then 5,000 rpm.
The motor would knock, clank, and finally blur to a cracking halt with
the rod blowing through the side of the oil pan and across the shop. The
men would rise up from.their cover, exploding with cheers, and another
point would be chalked on the wall for that inspector. This particular
contest want on for several weeks, resulting in more than 150 blown motors.
No small amount of money was exchanged in bets over the contests.



In another case, what began as a couple of men's squirting each
other on a hot day with the hoses on the test stands developed into a
standing hose fight in the shop area which lasted several days. Bhst of
the motors were eitherineglected or simply okayed so that the men were
free for the fight, and in many cases they would destroy or dent a unit
so that it could be quickly written up. The fight usually involved about
10 or 15 unused hoses, each with the water pressure of a fire hose. With
streams of crossfire, shouting, laughing, and running'about, there was
hardly a man in the mood for doing his job. The shop area was regularly
drenched from ceiling to floor, with every man completely soaked. Squirt
guns, nozzles, and buckets were soon brought in, and the game took on the
proportions of a brawl for hours on end. One man walked around with his
wife's shower cap on for a few days, to the amusement of the rest of the
factory, which wasn't aware of what was happening in the test area.

The turning of the working day into an enjoyable activity becomes
more of a.necessary event as the loneliness and hardship of constant and
rapid production becomes more oppressive. Part of the reality of concrete
labour is that it is less and less able to see itself as merely an abstract
means to some end, and more and more inclined to see its working day as a
time in which the interaction of men should be an interesting and enjoyable
thing. In this way the campaign against the six-cylinder motors does not
differ from the rod-blowing contest or the hose fight: each is the expres-
sion of men who see their work as a practical concrete process and their
relations as men as simple and spontaneous, to be structured as they see
fit. Whether they should work together at full steam.or with intermittent
periods of diversity - or even cease working altogether - comes to be more
and more a matter for their own decision. The evolution of these attitudes
is, needless to say, a constant target for bureaucratic counter-insurgency. 2

 This constant conflict with the bureaucratic rationalization of time
is expressed dramatically every day at quitting time. Most workers not on
the main assembly line finish work, wash, and are ready to go a full four
minutes ahead of the quitting siren. But with 50 or'40 white-shirt fore-
men on one side of the main aisle and 500 or 400 men on the other side,
the men begin, en masse, to imitate the sound of the siren with their
mouths, moving and then literally running over the foremen, stampeding for
the punch clocks, punching out, and then racing out of the plant as the
actual siren blends into their voices.

With a feeling of release after hours of monotonous work, gangs of
workers move out from the side aisles into the main aisles, pushing along,
shouting, laughing, knocking each other around - heading for the fresh air
on the outside. The women sometimes put their arms around the guards at
the gates, flirting with them and drawing their attention away from the men
who scurry from the plant with distributors, spark plugs, carburetors, even
:1 heal her:-..:~ :;;'".i there <;.r.j.er their coats - bursting with laughter as they
move cut int: the :::l night. Especially in the summers, the nights come
alive at quitting ti:-3 *:l';=:- »::_::'_;=" :5 ;~el::_sr:;: ‘.1;-2 squealing of tyres
out of the parking lot, racing each other ani 1335511; ;; 3:; 11w: the
streets. Beer in coolers stored in trunks is not uncommon and leads to
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spontaneous parties, wrestling, brawling, and laughter that spills over into
the parks and streets round the factory. There is that simple joy of hear-
ing your voice loudly and clearly for the first time in 10 or 12 hours.

There is planning and counter-planning in the plant because there
is clearly a situation of dual power. A regular phenomenon in the daily
reality of the plant is the substitution of entirely different plans for
carrying out particular jobs in place of the rational planS organised by
management, s

On the very casual level, these substitutions involve, for example,
a complete alternative break system of workers whereby they create-large
chunks of free time for each other on a regular basis. This plan involves
a voluntary rotation of alternately working long stretches and taking off
long stretches. Jobs are illegally traded off, and men relieve each other
for'long periods to accomplish this. The smuggling of men through differ-
ent areas of the plant to work with friends is yet another regular activity
requiring no small amount of organization.

The substitution of alternative systems of executing; work has its
counterpart in areas of the plant which have become, strictly speaking,

off limits to non-workers; they are havens of the plant where men are not
subject to external regulation. Usually they are bathrooms, most of which
are built next to the ceiling with openings onto the roof. Chaise longues,
lawn chairs, cots, and the like have been smuggled into most of them.
Sweepers, who move around the p1ant,. frequently keep tabs on what is called
"john time"; the men line up an hour here or there when they can take a
turn in the fresh air of the roof or space out on a cot in one of the
riPP@d out stalls. The "off-limits" character of these areas is solid, as
was demonstrated when a foreman, looking for a worker who had illegally
arranged to leave his job, went" into one of the workers toilets. Reported-
ly he walked up the stairs into the room, and within seconds was knocked
out of the door, down the stairs, and onto his back on the floor. That
particularineident involved two foremen and several workers and ended with
the hospitalization of two participants with broken ribs and bruises.

The co-existence of two distinct sets of relations, two modes of
work, and two power structures in the plant is evident to the worker who
becomes part of any of the main plant areas. B115 that co-existence is the
object of constant turmoil and strife; it is hardly an equilibrium when
considered over time. It is a struggle of losing and gaining ground. The
attempt to assert an alternative plan of action on the part of workers is
a constant threat to management.

During the model change-over mentioned above, the management had
scheduled an inventory which was to last six weeks. They held at work
more than 50 men who otherwise would have been laid off with 90% of their
pay. The immediate reaction to this was the self-organisation of workers,
who attempted to take the upper hand and finish the inventory in three or
four days so they could have the remaining time off. Several men were
trained in the elementary use of the counting scales while the fork lift
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truck drivers set up an informal school to teach other men to use their
vehicles. Others worked directly with experienced stock chasers and were
soon running down part numbers and taking inventory of the counted stock.
In several other ways the established plan of ranking and job classification
was circumvented in order to slice through the required working time.

The response to this was peculiarly harsh. .Management forced it
to a halt, claiming that the legitimate channels of authority, training,
and communication had been violated. Being certified as a truck driver,
for example, required that a worker have a certain amount of seniority
and complete a company training programme. There was a great deal of
heated exchange and conflict, but to no avail. Management was really
determined to stop the workers from organizing their own work, even when
it meant that the work would be finished quicker and, with the men quickly
laid off, less would be advanced in wages.

The threat which this unleashing of energy in an alternative plan
of action presented to the authority of the bureaucracy was evidently quite
great. Nbnagement took a stand, and, with only a limited.number of men
involved in a non-production activity, retained its power to plan that par-
ticular event. For six weeks, then, the "rational" plan of work was execue
ted - which meant that the labour force was watched over and directed in an
orderly fashion by foremen and various other agents of social control. The
work which men want to do together takes four days - at most a six day week;
the work which is forced on them,.in the same amount, is monotonously drag-
ged out for six weeks, with all the rational breaks and lunch periods which
are deemed necessary for the labourers.

We end then, more or less on the note on which we began: stressing
a.new social form of working-class struggle. The few examples here have be
been a mere glimpse of that form, and hardly entitle us to fully comprehend
it. But we can see that as a form it is applied to the actual working day
itself and to the issues of planning and control which, in my view, make it
distinctly post-unionism in practice. The use of sabotage as a method of
struggling for control will increase as this form of struggle developes -
further, but this is merely the apparatus of movement. A crucial point to
focus on is the differentiation of this new form.of struggle from its former
organization; mass unionism.

Within these new independent forms of workers‘ organization lies a
foundation of social relations at the point of production which can poten-
tially come forward to seize power insa crisis situation and give new direc-
tion to the society. I would urge, in closing, that our attention and work
be focused on the investigating and reporting of the gradual emergence of
this new mode of production out of the old. "Like a thief in the night" it
advances relatively unnoticed.

oOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOo
Footnotes overleaf... ..
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FOOTNOTES

(1). In this plant more than half the workers were either black or
newly-arrived Southern whites; that percentage may be as high as 75%. The
remainder were mixed: whites of Northern origin, many Italians and Mexicans,
and a small Hungarian and Polish segment. The women constituted from 5%»to
lO% of the work force and were generally black or Southern white. In the
actions and organizations of workers which this article describes, the most
operative relationships were between blacks and Southern whites. Despite
the prevalence of rascist attitudes, which were a regular substance of
interaction and even a source of open talk and joking, these two groups
functioned together better than any other groups in the plant. Also in
the events described women were no less active than men. Finally, there
was a definate relationship between age and action. Younger workers were
more willing to fight back and risk their positions than older workers. The
workers from 18 to 55 were the most militantly anti-union and the most will-
ing to go beyond the established channels in their work actions.

(2). The overt expressions of the men themselves about their activ-
ity are closely tied to the actual work experience: there is little if any 
notion that the daily struggle in the plant has anything to do with the
State or the society as a whole. Rather, it is seen as a struggle waged
against an immobile bureaucracy in the company and against the labour
establishment so as to improve working conditions. A kind of populist
mentality is crucial here, particularly with the Southern whites who
show an immediate dislike for all organizational authority and believe
(like a religion) that the only way to get anything done well is to do it
themselves. While workers clearly design activity to control the length
of the working day, for example, these same men are unaware that the
relationships and organization involved could also function to plan and
control their own production. Yet it is not so important that workers
so often miss the social significance of their activities; the vital point
is not their consciousness, but what they actually do. Their activity '
smashes into the contradictions of productive relations and motivates the
evolution of counter structures in the plant. '

1
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A N A R C H I S T S Y N D I C A L‘I S T A L L I A N C E

Ourhaim is to aid in the creation of a free society by any means
consistant with this end. _  y v  I

MW  “By"free society we mean that society in which there is no coercive
authority; no civil service or bureaucratic machine, no political or otherb ‘nvested interest group which by wealth or physical strength, can ever e iI L p 7 y a
a position to tell anyone else what to do, and then qy any kind of force
make obedience mandatory. Therefore, each person will decide what course
their life and activity takes in conjunction with others.

15. 4 . _ _

THE CLASSLESS In order to achieve this free, classless society we
SOCIETY. organise for secial revolution in groups based on

***************#** friendship and solidarity. These groups are free
from any centralkcentrol, and are built around a geographic location,
organising both at the place of work and in the cemmunity.. . e.

We reject all parliamentary activity, as such activity can only
aid in perpetuating the repressive machinery of capitalism and the State;
instead we advocate direct action of the people themselves as the only way
to achieve lasting gains, thus leading ultimately to the society of free
people capable of using their own initiative.  L I

DIRECT ACTION Since direct action on the part of the individual,
******************* often produces only partial Q; inadequate results,
it is necessary for us to organise collectively. <We advocate that the

. ¢ . __ _C\ _ _ p {'1

workcrsorganise themselves into syndicalist unions, free irom the cra_t
divisions and bureaucracy of todays trade unions. .  

J5

PROPERTY AND The trade unions seek to be permanent page bargaining
EXPLOITATION. institutions, nationally capable of little more than

****************** keeping decision making out of the hands of the rank
and file, and their own pockets well lined at the same time. __,' _

S_ynCd.cslists seeno value in the i‘dea_e_f TA Fair Days liege For A
Fair Days Werkf, but demand the abolition of the sage &YSt@m:.@ System :
which widens rather than reduces the gaps.between workers. hp  V.

‘ - -. . " _.- Q . .. . - _' - -. | -
, .

" F“we demand the destruction of the preperty relations of.existin5
society, property relations which lead.-individual. workers to talk about
‘my factory‘ when they don't even own the grime beneath the benches. _ _
Prbperty relations uhich'cnahle big corporations to throw thousands of -‘Q
workers out into the street at the whim of an economic system_that promotes
the side by side existance of wealth and poverty, dependent.uPOH e 'peol_:
of unelnployinent! I My __ .. _ _  I

' I

- .. . . .. , ._,_,,.'_ ' .'.'cOn:b.inuG.£1..overleaf.
., _.

I _ \ I
. - ~

' -. ., ‘ ._
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SOCIAL ' "T With geographical ‘ groups confederated, and workshop ye
RECONSTRUCTION S coznruttees growing from these, the committees will be y

*****“***,**f******** ccnfedcrated also, into industrial syndicates. ,, Such A '"
syndicates will not bewasting timeiin lobbying M,.P,' s, noroasking for‘, A
affiliation to the Labour Perty"or the T._U.C.,nor w:i.1li‘theys be agitating“;
for Ilatiornal negotiating rights or bowing down before any  I
Relatioils Cc\ur_t. ' Our aim??*i s" tej destroy the crippling _poi1er,pstrucitureoff pf'
the present society, not to compmmset" that"i'whi ch',;,bindsP 1158‘ chains‘; “" *-
The aim of the isyndiiciates. is’ to ability,‘ thrinugh the laioviledge _.»_p t
and experience of t.hb*werke"rs.who fcrmsthem, and throughthcir own st.rength _
and solidarity', to lockout the bosses and administer production and s-r '
tribution on behalf of the community which they area part of. All indus- is
trial syndicates will combine and co-operate as a confederation of labour, I
and in 'such solidarity *-will bccur strength. A, y A »  

.5 .

. A D - \.~

. l115?1?»1.T-$3‘-’1»P...-s .. T1“? reosnstmctissn 95- imlustw ~.bssins, swlliends or-?l=~v the
'ECOR’S'i‘RUC.”1‘I-ON J place of jvoprk. ' iIt'.be'g**:i.i'1s~ with organisation and ends

.++~::~a+-x-ans-aw-am-nraw‘-1+"-1+-|+**-x-1+ with ivcrkers" management viairm and file dictsation
of working hours, conditions, "vn(l"what' is actually produced. Ascan be
seen from the present set-up, the pjoyvbgets. done in spite of the boss not I
because» of him, despite what --soul-dhave us believe.  is 1 '

. -

" In view of the Industrial Relations Act, we 11I‘scall workers to A
build and to strengthen their cvm autonomous shop floor organi sations
and to break away from the authoritarian parties who have blocked progress
and freedom for decades._ S "

is geographJ'.ca1 groups confederate, so will-the ssi,P._(111S‘l2ri0l, syndi-
cates, centrolling and co-ordinating the whole economy of society, With
production thus freed from the greed of those who new control our lives
with their power and might born of accumulated wealth, the energies of
labour can be directed toward the satisfaction of human needs. With ad-
vances in techno1*cgy providing the ability to control machinery better,
:md'wiith'no fear of economic privation, not only w:i.l*l the four hour day
be possible, but we will be clcseriin time to the abolition of mundane
and dull work itself. We don't want a world where the probability of
dying from hunger has been exchanged. for the certainty of dying from
bercdom. With no capitalism and no State, ms11fi.nd will be freed from».
the necessity of a11'l;hnI:l‘l5£I.i?10Il,"a‘|5‘hi‘l'.11(1i'J83. fraternity and solidarity
being the guidelines towards the free society.

Today we must combat the authoritariazi encroachments of the State
and capitalism. We met combat those who seek to wstify us, and must fight
those who would have us chained. to the benches of their ideologies. Not I
with idle threats and empty minds, but with strength of a sorlcing class
united in hill understanding of the aims of the free society, b\J.ild.i.ng 11-'..H
through our words and acticnsppthernsrr society in the shell of the old,

I   A. s. A. North London September 1971.
An” chisb mndi clibat Alliance iNorth Londoni c7o mbertarcia Bookshop,ar c
95, West Green Rand, London L15.
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I 4.FOREWORD

This little work is the essence of all available material
collected.on the subject of sabotage for a period of more than two
years. Thanks are due to the many rebels who gave assistance, and
especially to Albin Braida, who made for me what I think to be the
first english translation of Pouget's work on sabotage. From this
last pamphlet extracts have been taken and adapticns made to suit
ameri can conditions.

The object of this work is to awaken the producers to a
consciousness of their industrial power. It is dedicated, not to
those who advocate, but to those who use, sabotage. S

*-X--X-‘X-‘X--X-*-X-*

l

No theory, no philosophy, no line of action is so good as
claimed by its advocates nor so bad as painted by its critics.
Sabotage is no exception to this rule. Sabotage, according to the
capitalists and political socialists, is synonymous with with murder,
rapine, arson, theft; is illogical, vile, unethical, reactionary, de-
structive of society itself. To many anarchist theorists it is the main
weapon of industrial warfare, over-shadowing mass solidarity, industrial
formation and disciplined action, Some even go so far as to claim that
sabotage can usher in the new social order. Somewhere in between these
two extreme views can be found the truth about sabotage.

Three versions are given of the source of the word. The one
best known is that a striking French weaver cast his wooden shoe -
called a sabot - into the delicate mechanism of the loom upon leaving
the mill, The confusion that resulted, acting to the workers‘ benefit,
brought to the front a line of tactics that took the name of SABOTAGE.
Slow work is also said to be at the basis of the word, the idea being
that wooden shoes are clumsy and so prevent quick action on the part
of the workers. The third idea is that sabotage is coined from the
slang term that means ‘putting the boots’ to the employers by striking
directly at their profits without leaving the job. The derivation, howe
ever, is unimportant. It is the thing itself that causes commotion
among employers and politicians alike. What then is Sabotage?

Sabotage is the destruction of profits to gain a definate,
revolutionary, economic end. It has many forms. It may mean the
damaging of raw materials destined for a scab factory or shop. It may
mean the spoiling of a finished product. It may mean the displacement
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of parts of machinery, or the disarrangement of a whole machine where
that machine is the one upon which the other machines are dependent
for material. It may mean working slow. It may mean poor work. It
may mean mis-labelling packages, giving overweight to customers, point-
ing out defects in goods, using the best of materials where the employer
desires adulteration and also the telling of trade secrets. In fact, it
has as many variations as there are different lines of work.

Note this important point however. Sabotagg does not seek nor
desire to take human life. Neither is it directed against the consumer
except where wide publicity has been given to the fact that the sabotaged
product is under the ban. _£_&_ _b_gycotted product _i_s_ Qt _a_;l._l_,times _a _f_i;__t_
§E§jggt_fQr'sabotag§,  The aim.is to hit the employer in his vital spot,
his heart and soul, in other words, his wallet. The consumer is struck
only when he interposes himself between the two combatants.

On the other hand, sabotage is simply one of the weapons in
labour's arsenal. It is by no means the greatest one. Solidaric action
is mightier than the courageous acts of a few. Industrial class forma-
tion gives a strength not to be obtained by mere tactics. Self discipline
and co-operative action are necessary if we are to build a new social
order as well as destroying the old. Sabotage is merely a means to an
end; a means that under certain conditions might be dispensed with and
the end still be gained.

Sabotage will sometimes be misused, flagrantly so; the same is
true of every one of the weapons of labour. The main concern of revo-
lutionists is whether the use of sabotage will destroy the power of the
masters in such a manner as to give the workers a greater measure of
industrial control. On that point depends its usefulness to the work-
ing class.

2

Sabotage is nct a form of action brought forth from French
conditions. It dates back to the earliest days of human exploitation.
It is born of class struggles - of man's inhumanity to man. From serf-
dom to wage slavery the enslaved class has instinctively tried to render
less to the master than was expected of it. This unconscious sabotage
shows the irreconcilable antagonism between capitalist and labourer -
master and slave.

Sabotage was not formally baptised as a word to describe a
formula of social struggle until the end of the Oonfederal Congress of
To1osa.in 1897. Open advocacy of the idea and conscious sabotage in
place of instinctive action began in France about this time. It had 
been preached in England and Scotland for many years before that, under
the name of ‘ca’ canny‘. This phrase meant ‘go slow’, or to be more
literal, ‘don't hurry'up'. From a publication, ‘The Social Museum', an
instance is gained of the use of sabotage by the Scottish.
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"In 1889 the organised dockers of Glasgow demanded a 10%
increase of wages, but met with the refusal of the employers.
Strike breakers were brought in from among the agricultural
labourers and the dockers had to acknowledge defeat and return
to work on the old wage scale. But before the men resumed
their work, their secretary of the union delivered to them the
following address:

"You are going back to work at the old wage. The employers
have repeated time and time again that they were delighted
with the work of the agricultural labourers who had taken our
places for several weeks during the strike. But we have seen
them at work; we have seen that they could.not even walk a
vessel, that they dropped half of the merchandise they carried,
in short, that two of them could hardly do the work of one of
us. Nevertheless, the employers have declared themselves
enchanted by the work of these fellows; well then, there is
nothing left for us but to do the same, and to practise Ca‘
Canny. Work as the agricultural labourers worked. Only they
often fell in the water; it is useless for you to do the same."

"This order was obeyed to the letter. After a few days the
contractors sent for the general secretary of the dockers and
begged him to tell the dockers to work as before, and that they
were ready to grant the 10% increase."

Balzac, writing three-quarters of a century ago, gave a good
illustration of sabotage in describing the bloody uprising in Lyons
in 1851

"There have been many things said about the uprising of Lyons,
of the republic cannonaded in the streets, but no-one has told
the truth. The republic seized the movement as an insurgent
seizes a rifle.

The commerce of Lyons is a commerce without courage; as soon
as an ounce of silk is manufactured it is asked for and payment
made at once. When the demand stops, the workers are dying of
starvation; when they are working they earn barely enough to
live upon. The prisoners are often more happy than they.

After the July revolution misery reached the point where the
workers were compelled to raise a standard: ‘Bread or Death!‘ -
a standard which the government should have considered.

The republicans had felt out the revolt and they organised
the spinners who fought in double shifts. Lyons had its three
days. Then everything became normal again and the poor went
back to their dog kennels.

The spinners who had, until then, transformed into useful goods
the silk which was weighed to them in cocoons, laid aside probity
They began to grease their fingers with oil. With scrupulous
ability they rendered the correct weight, but the silks were all
specked with oil. The commerce of the silk manufactories was
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infested with greasy goods which caused a loss to Lyons and to
a portion of the French commerce." ~

n‘ This action, as Balzac points out, was nothing more than the
workers taking revenge for having been the victims of bayonets when
they asked for bread. But sabotage is something more than simply the
equivalent of an oppression received; it has an economic foundation.

1 5

There exists today a labour market in which the wage workers sell
their power to perform various tasks asked of them by the purchasers -
the employing class. The labour power of the workers is a commodity. In
selling their merchandise the workers must sell themselves along with it.
Therefore.they are slaves - wage slaves. In purchasing goods from a
merchant one receives inferior quality for a low price. For a low price
- poor products. If this applies to hats and shoes, why not equally to
the product sold by the labourer? It is from this reasoning that there
arises the idea: Eggjpggp pgggg - Egg work. This thought is a natural
one even to those who agree with society as it is now constituted. To
those who do not look upon the wage system as a finality.and who have
come to regard the employers in their true light - as theives of the
labourers‘ product - the idea of sabotage commends itself even more
strongly. It is a logical weapon for the revolutionist.

Economists have shown that the wages of the workers are not
determined by their product. Wages are simply the market price of
the commodity called labour power. Wages are not raised or lowered
as the productivity of the worker ebbs and flows. They are conditioned
upon the supply and demand, the standard of living where the wages are
paid, and the relative strength of the organizations of workers and
employers. Not many wage workers have studied the deeper economists,
but the ditch digger knows that when he has finished the ditch upon
which he is at work he must hunt another master. He instinctively slows
up. His action has value from a class standpoint, for either more
ditch diggers must be employed to complete the work within a given time,
or else there is less competition in the labour market for those extra
days he laboured.

Many who condemn sabotage will be found to be unconscicus advo-
cates of it. Think of the absurd position of these who decry sabotage,
and, almost in the same breath, condemn the various efficiency systems
of the employers} rw opposing "scientific management" they are doing
to potential profits what the sabateurs are doing to actual profits.
The one prevents efficiency, the other withdraws it. Incidentally, it
might be said that sabotage is the only effective method of preventing
the deterioration of the worker that is sure to follow for performing
the same monotonous task minute after minute, day in and day out. Sabot-
age also offers the best method of combatting the evil known as ‘speeding
up‘. None but the workers know how great this evil is. It is one of
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the methods by which employers coin wealth from death, consuming the
very lives of the toilers. By payment of a slightly higher wage to
the stronger and more dexterous slave, the rest are forced to keep
pace. Those who fall by the way are unceremoniously cast aside to
beg, steal or starve. One method used by the sabateur to stop
this form of scabbery is illustrated by the following occurrence:

Building labourers were wheeling barrows of material to an
electric hoist, following the rate of speed set by their higher paid
taskmaster. The pace became so swift that those who were weaker could
no longer keep up. During the lunch break one of the men stepped.up
to the wheelbarrow of the speeder and tightened the burrs on the wheel,
Upon resuming the task master started at his usual pace but was soon
obliged to slow down through sheer weariness. no class conscious
worker will join the moralists and votecatchers in condemning this
action,

In the steel mills the speeding up process has become so
distressing to the average worker that still greater steps are taken
for self-protection. In fact, in speaking of these class traitors,
it is often remarked that "something dropped on their foot often effects
their head". There are many points of similarity between the favoured
steer in the stockyards who is trained to lead the other steers into
the killing pens, and the taskmaster.

England offers a practical method of limiting the output, Due
to effective, widespread, systematic sabotage, the brick masons lay as a
days work less than one third the number of bricks required from their
brother craftsmen in America. Any reduction in pay is met with a counter
reduction in the work. Sabotage means therefore, that the workers
directly fight the conditions imposed by the masters in accordance
with the formula "Poor wages ~ bad work".

4  

Actions which might be classed as "capitalist sabotage" are used
by the different exploiting and professional classes.  The market gardene
er packs his best fruit and vegetables on top. The merchant sells
.inferior articles as ‘something just as good‘. The doctor gives harm-
less concoctions where the symptoms are puzzling. The builder uses
poorer material than demanded in the specifications. The manufacturer
adulterates foodstuffs and clothing. All these are for the purpose of
gaining more profit. Carloads of potatoes were destroyed in Illinois
recently; cotton was burned in the Southern states; coffee was destroyed
by the Brazilian planters; bargeloads of onions were dumped overboard
in California; apples are left to rot on the trees of whole orchards
in Washington*; and hundreds of tons of foodstuffs are held in cold
storage until rendered unfit for consumption. All to raise prices.

* and similarly were left in the orchards of dent in t e summer o 9
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Yet it is exploiters of this character who are loudest in condemation
of sabotage when it is used to benefit the workers. C

Some forms of capitalist sabotage are legalised, others are
not. But whether or not the various practices are sanctioned by law,
it is evident that they are more harmful to society as a whole than
is the sabotage of the workers. Capitalists cause imperfect dams to
be constructed, and devastating floods sweep whole sections of the
country. They have faulty bridges errected, and wrecks cause great
loss of life. They sell boat tickets, promising absolute security,
and sabotage the life saving equipment to the point where hundreds
are murdered, as witness the Titanic. The General Slocum disaster is
an example of capitalist sabotage on the life preservers. The Iroquois
Theatre fire is an example of sabotage by the exploiters who assured
the public that the fire curtain was made of asbestos. There are also
the Primero, the Drakesboro, the Cherry mine disasters and the terrible
Triangle Shirtwaist tragedy. The cases could be multiplied indefinately,
These capitalist murderers constitute themselves the mentors of the
morals of those slaves who "have nothing to lose but their chains".
Only fools will take their ethics from such knaves. _Qa italist
opposition tQ_sabotage is one of its highest recommendat'

P
_______________________ ions.

Capitalist sabotage aims to benefit a small group of non-
producers, while working-class sabotage seeks to help the whole
body of producers at the expence of the parasites. The frank position
of the class conscious worker is that capitalist sabotage is wrong
because it harms the workers; working-class sabotage is right because
it aids the workers. This View comes from the position the proletarians
occupy in the class war. A word about that class war.

To the rebellious toiler the class war is no mere theory. It
is a grim reality. To him it is not a polite sparring match according
to Marquis of Queensbury rules with four years between each round. It
is love of liberty, and war against the exploiters.

Because the revolutionist has discarded the moral code of the
master class and has spit in the face of bourgeois ethics, it does not
necessarily follow that there is no rule regulating his conduct. He is,
in fact so strongly actuated by an ideal that he has left the arena of
words to enter the realm of action. Sabotag§_i§ Q direct application
_o__f_ _t__h_e_.id.ea that p_rQ_perty _r_}_o_ that creators _a_r_§_ bound _t_Q
§gi‘»_1>_9__g_‘_i.;. Especially is this true when the creators of the wealth of the
world are in hunger and want amid the abundance they have produced, while
the idle few have all the good things of life. . B

However secret must be sabotage, when used by the individual
instead of the whole body, it is taking its place in the rising moral
code of the propertyless toilers just in proportion as it is being
openly advocated. The outspoken propaganda of sabotage and its wide-
spread.use are true reflections of economic conditions. The current
ethical cede with all existing laws and institutions, is based upon

~ .
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private property in production. Ehy ggpect those who have ng stake i§_
society, a§_i§_i§_now constituted, §Q_continue §Q_contribute to its
ggpport?
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The charge that sabotage is 'immoral', 'unethical', 'uncivilized',
and the like, does not worry the rebellious Workers so long as it is
effective in inflicting injury to the employers‘ profits. As it aids the
workers in their fight it will find increasing favour in their eyes. In
war the strategic move is to cut off the opposing force from its base
of supplies. Sabotage seeks to curtail profits and in conjunction with
other weapons to abolish finally the surplus value, or unpaid labour,
that is the source of the employers‘ power.

B "You are immoral" cry employers and politicians alike. Our
answer is that all morals today are based upon private property. Even
so-called sexual immorality is condemned while universally practised,
because it violates the principle of inheritance in property and is in
defiance of customs generally accepted but seldom inquired into. When
the workers accept their morals from the capitalist class they are in
a sorry way indeed. The question is not: Is sabotage immoral?, but
Does sabotage get the goods? s

"You are destroying civilization" is likewise hurled against y
us, to which we reply in the language of the street: "we should worry!"
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Civilization is a lie. A-civilization that is built upon the bending
backs of toiling babes; a civilization that is reared.upon the sweating,
starving, struggling mass of mankind; a civilization whose very exist-
ence depends upon a constant army of hungry, servile and law-abiding  
unemployed, is scarcely worthy of consideration at the hands of those
whom.it has so brutally outraged. The saboteur carries on his work
in order to hasten the day of"workingeclass victory, when for the first
time in human history we shall have a civilization that is worthy of

1

What is more civilized than for the workers to create powder
‘that refuses to explode? ~ s ,'

What is more civilized than to work slow and thus force employers
to give a living to more of the unemployed? i

What is mre civilised than to spike the guns when they are
trained on our working class brothers in other lands?

What is more civilized than to waste the adulterations given
the workers to place in food, thus making it unprofitable to sell impure
pro ducts?  r _ l ,

Sabotage will civilize the soldier, the police, the speedor, the
slave driver, the food poisoner, the shoddy manufacturer, the profit
grabber of high and low degree, and even the politician.

. I _

' ' .These who oppose sabotage on ethical grounds are supporters of
i capitalist theft and are faithful watchdogs of the strongeboxes where

the masters store their stolen wealth. Revolutionists have no time to
uwaste in taking lessons in correct manners from those who do no useful
1abour'in society; In advocating sabotage we hope to show that the

-" workers should rid their minds of the last remnant of bourgeois cant
and hypocrisy and by its use develop courage and individual initiative.

n

f  From.sabotage to gain better conditions it is a logical step to
A direct sabotage against the repressive and perverting forces of capitalism

. _y  n 6 V g
I ~

s The press is one of the greatest agencies used by the employers
to keep the workers in subjection. It is dominated by- the industrial
masters. Sometimes the press is owned directly, sometimes through a
mortgage or a secured loan. fibre often the subsidization of the press
is accomplished through advertising patronage. But at all times the
power cf the capitalist press depends upon the servility of the slaves
who do all the work of setting up, printing and distributing the lies
of the masters. Sabotage is the most effective weapon for the stopping
of newspaper attacks upon the workers and their organizations.

»
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Reporters are sometimes favourable to the workers. But they have
to follow the policy of the paper to hold their jobs. They can use sabot-
age on the masters by their handling of the news. The editors of the
various departments will colour the matter anyhow, in accordance with
wishes of advertisers or stockholders of the paper. But when an article
is written that is harmful to the working class there are mamy ways in 
which it can be sabotaged. The linotype operator can misplace a portion
of the copy. The proofreader can insert or remove the word 'not' and
thus change a knock to a boost. The make-up man can place another article
where it was intended the lie should go or he can insert a part of another
article under the offending heading so that it will apparently read
correctly and yet will not contain the harmful material. The stereo-
typor can damage the face of the offending article so that it will not
print. These are but a few of the many methods that might be used. All
of these ‘accidents’ are happening every day in publishing plants and
it but remains to direct them to a revolutionary end. With more class
consciousness along these lines the employers will find it does not pay
to lie about the workers.

One of the repressive forces of capitalism, the army, can be
made useless by the extension of the use of sabotage. One saboteur can
make harmless toys of the entire equipment of a comP€>I1;Y. When a train-
load of soldiers are dispatched to a strike scene, where they always act
in the interest of the employers, the train can be sabotaged. In Parma,
Italy, for example, the farm labourers struck. Soldiers were ordered to
the scene. The engineers refused to pull the train from the depot.
Volunteers to man the engines were secured from the ranks of the soldiers.
When these scabs entered the cab they found that some vital part of each
engine had been misplaced. They were forced to walk to Parma. Bridges
disappeared in advance of the line of march. When the weary and disgusted
troops arrived at the scene of the agricultural strike they found that
the strikers had won and were back at work.

ghealizing that the railroads are the arteries of commerce the
capitalists of this country have practically purchased the engineers by
a high wage and the establishment of an aristocracy of labour. But a
few rebels are bound to creep into their ranks. Even if every one of
them remained a traitor to the workers by being loyal to the employers
still they could not escape sabotage. A bar of soap in the boiler would
keep the soldiers at home or else force them to march to the strike. "
If this were not possible, there are water tanks where the tender_must 
be filled and the sabotour can "Let the Gold Dust Twins do the work".

In case of wars, which every intellegent worker knows are
wholesale murders of workers to enrich the master class, there is no
weapon so forceful to defeat the employers as sabotage by the rebellious
workers in the two warring countries. _$abotag_e, will pp_t_ _a_ §_t_o_p _to_ _w§_._r_
when resolutions, parliamentagy gppeals Qpd_even_Q call £Q£_general
refusal to serve §gg_impotent. But, as stated before, sabotage is but
one phase of the question. Anti-military and anti-patriotic agitation
must be carried on. ‘



Sabotage is a mighty force as a revolutionary tactic against the
repressive forces of capitalism, whether those repressions be direct or
through the state. , ‘

  s7 y v
"It is guerilla warfare," is another cry against sabotage. ’We1l,

what of it? Has not guerilla warfare proven itself to be a useful thing.
to repel invaders and to make gans for-one or the other of the opposing‘
forces?. Do not the capitalists use guerilla warfare? Guerilla warfare
brings out the courage of individuals, it develops initiative,_daring, v
resoluteness and audacity. Sabotage does the same for its users. It is
to the social war what guerillas are to national wars. If it does no
more than awaken a portion of the workers from their lethargy it will
have been justified. But it will do more than that; it will keep the
workers awake and will incite them to do battle with masters. It will
give added hope to the militant minority, the few who always bear the
brunt of the struggle.

The saboteur is the sharpshooter of the revolution, He has the
courage and the daring to invade the enemy*s country in the uniform of
a "loyal", that.is to say - subservient, worker. §ut_h§_knows that L
lgyalty tg_thg_employgr_means treason tQ_hi§_class. Sabotage is the
smokeless powder of the social war. It scores a hit, while its source
is seldom detected. It is so universally feared by the employers that_
they do not even desire that it be condemned for fear slave class may
learn still more its great value. ~ ' _

T Indeed, it can be seen that the masters are powerless in the
face of this weapon. In the realm of production the masters do not enter
except by indirection. The creation of wealth is the work of the wage
slave class, and every tendency of this class is toward sabotage.

The time clock has come as sign that the boss recognizes the
instinctive sabotage that is universal. .In many establishments there _
is even a time clock in front of each toilet, with a time limit for the
toilers to remain inside. But where is there a factory that has not its
saboteurs who show their class solidarity by ringing in time for some of
their fellow workers? In mamy establishments the time clock has an un-
accountable habit of getting out of order and so costing the firm more
than the amount of labour time saved otherwise. As a check against the
spread of sabotage the employers have their paid writers to tell tales
of how success in life is sure to attend the worker who does not watch
the clock and who endeavors at every opportunity to save money for the
employer. But there are more of the workers who are coming to see that
any saving that is made is not reflected in their pay envelope, but
simply means larger profits to those who are already getting the bulk
of the good things of life.“ They also know that where one might possibly
forge ahead by being a "boss-lover", the same line of action on the part
of the whole force would reduce the number of employees needed and  .
probably result in their dismissal.  
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Knowing this they are scornful of veiled preachments against sabotage.

Those who denounce sabotage as "unfair" are also seen.to be
supporters of the kind of unions that notify the employers six months
in advance of»a strike, thus allowing them to procure scabs or to
stockpile so as to have material with which to supply the demand for
goods while the workers are starving. The same moralists also hold
that it is wrong for the miners to call out thepumpman on strike
because the mines would flood, ignoring the fact that such action
would.quickly bring the employer to terms. A

8

In wartime a flank movement is always feared by each of the
opposing forces. In the social war sabotage is the best kind of flank
movement upon our enemy - the employing class. An actual instance will
serve to illustrate the point.

On an orchard farm.in the state of Washington a disagreement
arose over conditions on the job. A strike took place. The I.W.W.
members among'the-strikers immediately telephoned to the union in the,
nearest city. When the employer arrived in town looking for a.new crew
he was rather surprised at his speedy success. Full fare was paid for
the men and the railway train was boarded. At the first stop, about
two miles from the city, the whole crew deserted the train.  They were
all members of the union. Returning to the city the farmer picked up
a second crew. He arranged to have them pay their own fare, same to
be refunded upon their arrival at the farm. This crew went through
all right and worked for a while under the farmer's direction.
Thinking the strike was successfully broken the employer finally busied
himself with other matters for the rest of the day. Next morning
upon visiting the work the farmer was surprised to find that 1000" I
young trees had been planted upside down, their roots waxing to the
breeze as a mute evidence of solidarity and sabotage. No further
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argument was needed to convince the farmer of the "justice" of the demands
of the original crew. e

This instance also shows that sabotage is not always an individual
action. It ofttimes develops into mass action. Slowing up on the job is _
the most frequent form of mass sabotage, but a commonly related incident
shows one of its other forms. T

A gang of section men working on a railroad in Indiana were
notified of a cut in their wages. The workers immediately took their
shovels to the blacksmith shop and cut two inches from the scoops.
Returning to the work, they told the boss: "Short pay - short shovels."

Every cut in wages is met by a decrease in efficiency on the
part of the workers. It remains for the militants to show that mass
sabotage can be used to counter-act the decreased wages that do not
appear in terms of money but arise from the higher cost of living.
When this is plain to the workers it will be only a step for them to
use sabotage as a lever by which to raise wages and, in the hands of
the most rebellious, as a means to destroy profits utterly. For the
piece workers other methods of sabotage must be used. They, naturally
enough, are not interested in diminishing their product. Sabotage can
be used in the quality or upon the materials or tools. It is useless
to try to give all the different methods that are capable of being used.
Each.line of work dictates its own methods. -

The one point must be bourne in mind, however, that sabotage '
is not directed toward the consumer. The reason for sabotage is to
strike a.blow at the employing class profits and that is the thing that
must always be uppermost in the mind of the saboteur. But take a
theatre strike, where the patrons are fully aware that a boycott is
on and the consumer - the playgoer - is then considered an ally of
the employer and therefore to be treated as an enemy. The motion
picture operators, especially in Chicago, have used sabotage to good
advantage to clear the houses of unfair patrons. They simply dropped
some vile smelling chemicals upon the floor during the performance
and then made a quiet and speedy exit. The audience generally followed
the example within a short time. This method was used only after an
extensive boycott of the theatre in question had been advertised.

It is quite natural that the employing class try to have it
generally understood that sabotage means poisoning soup, putting
ground glass in bread, dynamiting buildings and the like, so the revo-
lutionists must at all times emphasize the point that sabotage_i§_Q2t .
aimed _t_l_'}_e_ consumer _b_g_t_ at heart _z_._j.n_d_ soul of _t_h_e_ e_r_Qpl_o_y_i_n_g class -

j_1_1_§_ pocketbook. .

9

'Tt will be met by the lockout", is another argument advanced
against the use of sabotage. That is to say, the enmloyer, finding

- __ |
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sabotage in use in his factory, will out off all o: his profits in
order to try to save a portion of them! But let a lockout be uS@d»
and will not wage workers have to be employed as sown as operations
are resumed? Will not the employer have to hire thi same saboteurs»

' who have remained unknown to him? If workers are irported, cannot
saboteurs get on the job in the guise of scabs?

A little thought on the subject shows that a iockout is
imPracticable in the face of sabotage. No employer lccks out his
force with the intention of keeping them out permanent y. The workers
must be re-employed. Their lockout experiences will dlive homfi the
class struggle more than would a thousand lectures on t.e subject, and
many of them will return to work, as was predicted in the Lawrence
strike, "with bitterness in their hearts and emery dust.1fl-their P00k@tS-
Th9 employers, however, resort to the lockout only when a.1-@180 has
failed. Even when using this weapon
they seek to have it appear as a
strike, and they launch it at a time
favourable to themselves in every  fr -—»
particular, and therefore unfavour- uar
able to the workers. They hope, by
such a lockout, to cause the workers
to lose faith in the strike as a

WHY
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h weapon; failing to note the fact that hamm-
wo rkers st ri ke be causo they mu st , and T ¢"1'"{Y I
not through mere desire. They §Q_ggt,
know that n2_ggitator ggE_cause_g
strike, nQ_writer_g§Q_call sabotagg
into Egg, Qg_social revolution ggg pg
create d §_1j.__d_ con summat ed, unl e s s _._c~_l__l_ p
_§hg_socially necessary elements_Q§
discontent §£Q_present.

.q'in, filitat'.'2'~N ‘J

y The direct lockout, even when it serves the immediate end oi
the employers, is harmful to their class interests as a whole. Even
Gompers would scarcely dare preach "mutual interests" to locked out
workers. Instead of blaming themselves for having struck, or placing
the blame upon inefficient strike leadership, all the hatred of the
workers is directed against the employers. Armed with Q knowledg_e_ _o_:§_
sabotagg_jhg_workers return tQ_their task, more terrible in defeat than

victo1:_,'y. _'
Nor can the military forces be successfully employed against

sabotage. The employers could not long afford to have a soldier to
‘ guard each worker. The workers, in fact, would immediately rebel when

placed under such espionage. Neither is there any surety that sabotage
will not have permeated the army. 'It is there already and it is growing
in favour. Even were the workers to allow the military rule it might
mean that sabotage would cease for the time being, to break out all
the mre fiercely the moment the soldiers were withdrawn, but more

.
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likely the natural resentment against such espionage would lead to
an increased amount of sabotage. Wealth cannot be created with
bayonets. The employers well know that their rule rests upon the
peaceful acquiescence of the workers. They will scarcely undermine
their own foundation by employing soldiers to massacre an entire  
force when a militant minority use sabotage.

Now that the capitalist class are ceasing even to perform the
slight task of nominal superintendence in the industries to which they
hold legal title, they are entitled to absolutely no consideration at
the hands of the actual producers of wealth. Their withdrawal also
means that the slight remaining check to sabotage is being removed.

Eliminating all the obviously master class objections there
remain but two pertinent questions from the point of view of the class
conscious wage worker. Does sabotage destroy working class solidarity?
Will sabotage continue to disarrange industry when the workers have
taken possession?

Taking up the two questions in turn it can be shown that
sabotage is not a boomerang that will return to slay those who use it.

lO

Working class solidarity is simply the result of a conscious-
ness of power. Sabotage, by arming the workers with a weapon which the
masters cannot wrest from them adds greatly to the feeling of strength.

Mass sabotage is in itself a sign of solidarity. Thg_concerted
withd;"a\e=ral _o__:_i_.’._‘_ efficiency, by slowing down _o___r_ other means, _I_i_.__s_ sure _t_q _
bind ph§_workers closer iqgethor. This is true whether they are organ-
ised or not. In case they are organised it gives to the workers a
greater sense of security as well as additional industrial control.

Individual acts Qf_sabotagg, performed to the end that class
pgnefit p§_derived, ggp_ip_pQ_Egy militate ggainst solidarity. Rather
they promote unity. The saboteur involves no one but himself and is
impelled to take the risk by reason of his strong class desires.

-Solidarity between the capitalists does not seem to be affected
by their use of sabotage.l That they fight each other with that potent
weapon is quite evident. That they use it upon the workers is also
easily seen.‘ But nowhere can it be shown that there has been a division
in the ranks of their fighting organisations. when the workers were
doing battle against them, as a result of their use of sabotage.

of Various cases of this capitalist sabotage might be quoted.
Competitors of the Standard Oil Company often found that legal docu-
ments had been improperly exocuted for them. Rivals of the Sugar Trust
had foreign materials introduced into their shipments, and in the fight
of Havemeyer against Spreckels the latter's machinery had an unaccount-
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able habit of getting out of order. A Denver brewing company almost
ruined a competitor by hiring men to spread the story that a decomp
posed body had been found at the bottom of its rival's brew~vat. Bt
when it comes to robbing the wage workers these capitalist saboteurs
are "banded together like thieves at a fair".

Several of the so-called ‘muck-raking‘ magazines have been
forced to suspend through the use of sabotage. Hampton's was killed
in that manner by those capitalists who saw their interests menaced.
ThQ_§ppggl_§g_Reason has been a sufferer at the hands of capitalist
saboteurs who pied their mailing lists and played havoc with the mail-
ing room ganerally. Just imagine the effects upon capitalism were the
£pp2§l_tO have its millions of readers apply the same tactics!

Upon learning that'accidents' had happened to fifty thousand
yards of cloth, during the trial of Ettor, Giovannitti and Caruso,
William Wood is reported to have said "They are beating us at our own
game." Surely no one can seriously claim that sabotage in the textile
industry did not help to cement the various workers all the more
closely together.

Even were it true that sabotage worked against solidarity to
some extent, still it would have to receive consideration as an
economic factor. It is sure to remain in use. It is co-existent
with human slavery. §Q_analy§i§_Qf_ih§_labour movement i§_§Qmplete
whore sabotag_e_ i_§_ Q91 accepj:_e_§._ _§*_._s_ Q weap_e__1'_1_.

Just as sabotage must differ in each industry so also must it
change with industrial development. Should capitalism create an oligarchy
to crush out all labour organisation the attempt would be met by des-
tructive sabotage. The degree of destruction would depend upon the
measure of repression.

But should matters follow their present course, with the
possibility of the workers gaining an ever increasing amount of indus-
trial control, then labour's tactics will develop accordingly, with
constructive sabotage as the result.

ll

To every positive there must be a negative and in all cases
destruction must precede construction, Therefore, there is no
absurdity in the term "constructive sabotage".

Sabotage may mean the direct destruction of property. Again it
may mean indirect destruction through organised inefficiency. Or as an
alternative it may proceed from a greater degree of efficiency than is
desired by the employing class. This last is the point toward which
sabotage tends when coupled with class solidarity.
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The direct destruction of property for immediate individual
benefit or to make a.gain for a small group is but the following out
of the theory of economic determinism. As such no revolutionist can
condemn it. The indirect destruction of property for group benefit
may also,be a class weapon. It may be abused, but so may any other
means of warfare. Like the strike, the fear of its use has as great
a power as its direct application. The constructive qualities, in
such a case, comes from its power to solidify labour. §_consciou§ness
Q£_ n mic Qigh§_§prin s from the knowledge thus gained, that theGOO O 1 g‘ =
employers have no force save that given py the labour-Qf_ .vg
class.

<+ no\e |—' o‘coLn
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As solidarity is produced there comes an added feeling of
responsibility upon the organised workers. Gaining more and more the
control of industry they realise that before long the mana.gomont of
the whole of society will rest in their hands. Sabotage, which is sure
to be used as long as a slave class exists, will then take on a defin-
ately constructive character.

It is already'the trend for sabotage to be directed more
against the product than the machine. As the idea of an injury to
one being an injury to all sinks in more thoroughly we shall see
products sabotaged in a different manner - constructively.

The Workers are coming to see that their class is the one to
Whom adulterated food, shoddy clothing and rotten materials are sold,
and by refusing to adulterate products they not only destroy the employers
profits but safeguard their own lives as well, The bakers can gain the
same result by putting the best of materials in the bread and pastry
as they can by inserting coal oil. The secret refusal of packing
house workers to handle rotten meats certainly is constructive from
a class or a social viewpoint. Yet such actions are as fatal to the
employers‘ profits as is the direct destruction of products. In fact
it does moan the destruction of alum in bakeries, of 'slunk' calves
in packing houses, of 'shoddy' in the woolen mills, and the destruction
of capitalist property in profits.

The mass of workers are already propertyless. No tie binds
them to our so-called civilization. Sabotage, for protection as well
as for revenge, appeals to them. They have nothing to lose and much to
gain by its use. Their economic condition calls for sabotage as a
weapon against oppression. This mass must be impregnated with the ideal
of Working class control of industry so their sabotage may take on a
constructive character. That ideal is already firing the brains and
nerving the hands of thousands of migratory workers.

Without apologizing for sabotage in any form, it can be said
that constructive sabotage is destined to be a vital power in the class
struggle from.now until Capitalism falls the industries are operated
by the producers of all wealth.

ii fl.»
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With the workers in full control of industry it is evident that
all able bodied adults will be required to take part in the productive
process. This means an end to classes and class rule; the disappearance
of the political state; and the carrying on of production for use instead
of for profit. Industrial brotherhood will have ended the terrible civil
war in industry and sabotage will naturally cease when the reason for its
existence is removed. In an industrial democracy, where the productivity
of tho whole body would be reflected in the life of the individual and
the acts of the individual in turn would be a contribution to all of
society, it is inconceivable that sabotage would still be carried on.
Any continuation of its use over an extended period would show the
necessity for another industrial adjustment to secure the real objects
of the revolution.

Should the victory of the workers be forestalled by State Socialism,
or governmental ownership of industry, it would bepa signal for an increased
use of sabotage on the part of the industrialists. The governmental
tendency to regard a strike of state employees as treason to be curbed by
court martial, would be met by a strike on the job through the medium
of sabotage. Emmy of the present congressmen have already stated that
they regard the formation of a labour union among-postal employees as
illedfil find that a strike would mean nothing less than treason to the
government. The postal employees need run no risk of being court
martialed or even dismissed from the service. In mass sabotage they
have a weapon which may be used in an entirely legal but none the less
effective manner. They can obey all rules. The example was given by
some Austrian postal workers some two years ago, as reported in the
Saturday Evening Post.

In order to gain certain demands, without losing their jobs, the
Austrian postal workers strictly observed the rule that all mail matter
must be weighed to see if the proper postage was affixed. Formerly they
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had passed, without weighing, all those letters and parcels which were
clearly underwieght, thus living up to the spirit of the regulation but
not to its exact wording. By taking each separate piece of mail matter
to the scales, carefully weighing it and then returning it to its proper
place, the postal workers had the office congested with unweighed mail
on the second day. This method is more effective than striking,
especially when used.0n a large scale.

In 1905 the railway workers of Italy gave a good example of the
value of legal sabotage. They simply remained at their accustomed places
and obeyed all the rules and regulations.s When a person purchased a
ticket they had to present the exact money. When they failed to comply,
the rule in question was read to them. The gate closed exactly on the
set time, leaving long lines of waiting passengers. Inside the yards
the same thing was going on. Every carriage was examined to make sure
that it was in good condition. Every nut and bolt was tested before
a carriage was allowed to leave the yard. Switching engines moved at
the rate of speed called for in the regulations. When the indignant
passengers tried to leave the carriages they were held by the station
guards and were shown the rule that forbade them to leave. Trains were
thus held for hours, and finally when released from the station they
were not allowed to run beyond the legal rate of speed and all signals
were scrupulously observed. The service was completely demoralised
wdflnne.$mrttUm.   

1 So sabotage may be expected not only to form an increasingly
popular weapon against capitalism, but also to be a means of bringing
about the speedy downfall of any governmental ownership schemes that
may be hatched for the purpose of blocking the road to industrial
freedom. Only with.p§g_gaining gf_industrial freedom will sabotagg,
stop.

. 1 3

' When a strike breaks out the employers are quick to seize
some prominent figures in the fight to place under arrest on serious
charges. This in itself is not a bad thing for it has the immediate
effect of solidifying the strikers. But when these arrests are multi-
plied to such an extent that special publicity cannot be had in each
case, and conviction results, the workers are weakened. The increasing
contempt for legal procedure will automatically shut off funds to
support such cases unless it can be shown that the propaganda value
of the trials is equal to the amount of cash expended. Yet it is
certain that no organization proclaiming that "An injury to one is
an injury to all" can abandon.any of the victimized workers. New
tactics must be employed in such cases. Sabotagg is phg most lggical
w§§pQp_pQ force a_discontinuance Qflph£_practice ___. resting strike
leaders.

3.JH

Let the capitalist be reasonably certain that any attempt to
judicially strangle the spokesmen of the workers will be met by a
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prolonged series of mishaps in the industries, and their hands will be
stayed. Let the depriving of the workers of their liberty be a signal
to deprive the employer of all profits, and arrests will cease to
multiply. Law is a thing in which the wage slave plays no part, but
industry is the place where the employers are impotent when the
workers decide to act. The same thing may be applied to cases where
active union men, shop delegates, etc., are sacked. The employer
generally starts his blacklist work when a strike is undesirable
from a working class viewpoint, and the sackings may even be for the p
purpose of provoking a premature strike. Sabotage should be the
answer to the disruptive attempts of the employers. Then again, there
are minor grievances in the shops which the employer refuses to adjust
and which are scarcely serious enough to warrant thetying up of
industry. After due notification sabotage can be employed to gain
the demands. This is especially true where the whole body are not
class conscious enough to engage in an intermittent or irritation
strike.

Sabotage has been called a confession of weakness because of
its use when a strike has failed, where a strike is not advisable, or
where the organisation is without mass power because of being in the
process of formation. Admitting the charge, is it not true that the
workers are still largely without consciousness of power? It would
be suicidal to act on the theory that we are today clothed with the
might for which we are struggling. Being weak we must guard our
embryonic organisation, using every means within our grasp save that
of compromise with our enemy, the employing class.

Another childish charge is that sabotage cannot gain any benefit
for the workers that could not as well be gained by thorough industrial
organisation. Can the battles of the present be fought with the weapons
of the future? we are not armed today with thorough organisation, but
every toiler in_thg_industries has sabotage at_hi§ command. With
thorough industrial organisation there would be no wage system, and
it is idle to suppose that the capitalists will allow the workers to
build a union to displace them without making strenuous attempts to
wreck the structure. Sabotage can be used as a means of fighting
capitalism in its attempts to stop the creating of a new society.
The above mentioned arguement sounds strangely like that of the social-
ist politician. we are told to elect an M.P. to prevent violence
against striking workers. Suggesting that the police would still be
sent to protect private property, we are told that a socialist
Prime Minister is the necessary article to win strikes with. Then
to crown it we are told by some that strikes will cease when a

‘" socialist is Prime Minister, while others maintain that such a Prime
Minister will abolish Parliament and turn the industries over to
the workers. A

, But strike leaders are being jailed and active rebels victim,
ized now, and we must meet conditions as they exist and not as they will
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be when the present system is overthrown. Sabotage is a weapon of the
existing daily combat between the masters and the slaves. t

14

"Open Nbuth" sabotage shows the weapon in its best form, a form
which allows the spy but little place to act; which does not allow use
of police; which strikes at the fraudulent practices on which Capitalism
is based.

Commerce today is founded on fraud. Capitalism's standard of
honesty demands that the wage slave lie to everyone except his employer.
An honest businessman is a myth and an honest clerk could not sell the
shoddy goods of the merchants. There is not a single portion of they
commerce of the entire world where exact truthfulness would not spell
financial ruin under present conditions.

In the foodstuffs industry open mouth sabotage is peculiarly
potent. Its use will at once enlist the support of a large Portion
of the public. It becomes one of the highest social acts. Let the
workers, instead of striking, or even when on strike, expose the
methods of manufacture and the boss will soon come to terms. s

Let the workers in the sweet factories tell of the glucose,
terra alba and other poisonous substances in the sweets, and the
consumer becomes hostile to the manufacturer.

Let the cooks tell how food is prepared for the table: of
how foul meats are treated with chemicals so they may be served; let
the dishwashers, waiters and other hotel and restaurant workers tell
of conditions under which dishes are "washed" and the orders "prepared",
and the employers will be forced into submission.

Let the building workers make known the substitution that
invariably takes place in errecting structures by contract.

Let the factory workers tell of goods piled up beyond the fire
limit. The workers engaged in the building of bridges, dams, reservoirs
and structures of a similar nature, can tell of inferior materials used
therein and of methods of construction not according to specifications,
often being the direct cause of many deaths. Workers can tell of L
faulty engines, unsafe trestles. Marine transport workers would do
well to tell of the insufficient number of lifeboats, of inferior
belts, and so forth. The textile worker can tell of the shoddy that
is sold as good cloth.

The persistent use of open mouth sabotage, besides gaining the
demahds~of the workers, will be more effective in bringing about the
Qtéfipage of adulteration of foods than "pure feed laws" or other remedial
legislation.
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’ Nor does open mouth sabotage end there. The workers carry with
them.the secrets of the masters. Let them divulge these secrets, whether

_ they be secret methods of manufacture that competitors are striving to
learn, or acts of repression directed against the workers. Let the masters

"' know that henceforth they must deal with industrial mutiny.

Both France and.this country can record cases where it has been
found expedient to have loyal workers pose as detectives so as to ferret
out the secrets of the masters‘ guardians. The famous case in Boise,
Idaho, is one example; and in nearly every great battle the working class
forces are forewarned of some of the intended attacks.

With this effectual form of sabotage we do not think that even
the reformer can quarrel. In fact, he is a party to it at all times and
he justifies it on humanitarian grounds.

C O N C L U S I O N

Labour produces all wealth - all wealth belongs to labour

we, the workers, mental and manual, with our muscle, mind and
skill, wrest raw materials from the breast of Nature and with infinite
pain fashion them.into the things of social value. we are the creators
- to us belong the products. Se far as actual productive processes

H are concerned we are in possession of industry, yet we have neither
v ownership nor control because of an absurd belief in property rights.

We stand aghast at the things of our own making. we create
property and let it master us. we build things great and small and.we
who are greater than all stand in abject fear of our own creations, foolish-
ly thinking them to have some supernatural power - some force outside
ourselves.

Property and precedent rule us all today and the precedents rest,
one and all, upon a.property basis. Things of flesh and blood a1d bone and
sinew and tissue are held cheap as compared to the things of iron and steel
and stone andbrick and wood. "Property is robbery", said Proudhon. If this
means that reverence for "property rights" is the basis of all exploitation,
then Preudhon was right. The idea that wealth is greater than its creators
has enslaved the worldls toilers.

We have damned ourselves because we have thmight that the right
of the bakeshop andthe bread was greater than the right of the working man's
empty stomach, That same foolish belief has crowded countless thousands
into death-dealing tenements, while on the healthy outskirts of the city  
there are numerous vacant dwellings. Garment workers are out at the elbows 
while the warehouse shelves groan beneath their load of clothing.
"Property" is indeed a hideous Frankenstein which will destroy us unless we
are first able to destroy the sanctity with which it is surrounded.

'5
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L, Sabotage is discredited by those who believe in property rights.
It is the weapon of those who no longer reverence the thing that fetters
them. Its advocacy anduse help to destroy the "property illusion". T
parasites, who have property, oppose sabotage, while the producers, who
have poverty, are commeicing to wield that potent weapon.

Is the machine more than its makers? Sabotage says "we!"

Is the product greater than the producers? Sabotage says "No!"

Sabotage places human life - and especially the life of
class higher than dl else in the universe.

ctU (D only

useful -
I

Will you keep private property and public poverty, master class
morals and working class misery, capitalism and crime - or will you
arise in your outraged manhood and take a stand for sabotage, solidarity
and a new social order in which there will be neither master nor slave?
For sabotage or for slavery? Which?

he
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